We investigate the algorithmic and implementation issues related to the e ective and e cient use of lifted cover inequalities and lifted GUB cover inequalities in a branch-and-cut algorithm for 0-1 integer programming. We have tried various strategies on several test problems and we identify the best ones for use in practice. Lifted cover inequalities (LCIs) are valid inequalities derived from a knapsack constraint. A cover inequality simply states that not all of the variables in a set can equal one and lifting strengthens the cover inequality by including in the inequality variables that are not in the set. Every knapsack row a i x b i in the matrix A can be used to derive LCIs. Furthermore, since P 0 = fx 2 B n : a i x b i g contains P = fx 2 B n : Ax bg, the LCIs will be valid for P as well. Crowder, Johnson, and Padberg 5] used LCIs, but just at the root node of the tree, to 1
solve several instances of 0-1 IPs that could not otherwise be solved. Since then, there have been many other applications of LCIs in a branch-and-cut framework, see for instance Ho man and Padberg 14] .
Although the theoretical foundations of LCIs are well-known and well-documented, see for example Balas 1] , Balas and Zemel 2], Hammer, Johnson, and Peled 11], Wolsey 24] , Zemel 27 ], Hartvigsen and Zemel 12] , and Nemhauser and Vance 19] , many of the algorithmic and implementation issues related to the e ective and e cient use of LCIs still need to be addressed.
In this paper, we empirically investigate the e ect of various algorithmic and implementation choices on the performance of a branch-and-cut algorithm with LCIs. These choices occur at two levels. At the lower level, we are concerned with implementation issues relating to the questioǹ How should we nd a violated LCI?'. For example, how to compute a cover inequality and how to compute the lifting coe cients. At the higher level, we are concerned with implementation issues relating to the question`Which knapsacks should we use to try to generate LCIs? For example, should we use all knapsack inequalities or only those that are tight, and should we try to generate LCIs at each node of the branch-and-bound tree. The trick is to create a proper balance between e ort and impact. We have conducted an extensive computational experiment to gain some insight to and understanding of the interaction between these various choices.
We also use lifted GUB cover inequalities (LGCIs) that are derived from a single knapsack constraint and a set of non-overlapping generalized upper bound constraints of the form P j2Q x j 1. Since this structure provides a stronger relaxation than the knapsack constraint by itself, LGCIs may signi cantly enhance the performance of a branch-and-cut algorithm.
Our emphasis is on e ective implementation, i.e., we focus on the issues that make cover inequalities work. In Section 1, we provide some background by outlining the theoretical foundations of cover inequalities and sequential lifting. In Sections 2,3, and 4, we present an extensive computational study in which many of the algorithmic and implementation choices are evaluated. In Section 5, we brie y discuss the use of cover inequalities in mixed 0-1 integer programming. Finally, in Section 6, we present our recommendations for the best ways of using LCIs and LGCIs in a branch-and-cut algorithm. In a companion paper, we present complexity results related to LCIs 10].
Covers and Lifting
We suppose that P j2N a j x j b is a row of A and we consider the set P of feasible solutions, i.e., P = fx 2 B n : X j2N a j x j bg; where, without loss of generality, we assume that a j > 0 for j 2 N (since 0 ? 1 variables can be complemented) and a j b (since a j > b implies x j = 0). In Section 1.1, we brie y review well-known results on lifted cover inequalities.
Lifted cover inequalities
A set C 2 N is called a cover if P j2C a j > b. The cover is minimal if C is minimal with respect to this property. For any cover C, the inequality X j2C x j jCj ? 1 is called a cover inequality and is valid for P.
Consider any partition of a minimal cover C into two disjoint sets C 1 and C 2 with C 1 6 = ;.
The cover inequality P j2C1 x j jC 1 j ? 1 is facet-inducing for the convex hull of P \ fx 2 B n : x j = 0 for j 2 N n C; x j = 1 for j 2 C 2 g: By lifting up all the variables j 2 N n C (considering x j = 1), and lifting down all the variables j 2 C 2 (considering x j = 0), we derive a facet-inducing LCI for P given by Note that up-lifting is used to strengthen the cover inequality, since j = 0 su ces for validity, and down-lifting is used to ensure validity, since j = 0 does not yield a valid inequality.
An important special case arises when we take C 2 = ; so that C 1 = C. In this case, the LCI has the form X j2C x j + X j2NnC j x j jCj ? 1: and is called a simple LCI. Note that only up-lifting is used to obtain a simple LCI.
The idea of lifting was introduced by Gomory 6] in the context of the group problem. Its computational possibilities were emphasized in Padberg 21] , and the approach was generalized by Wolsey 25] , Zemel 27] , and Balas and Zemel 2].
Separation
Given a fractional point x and a class C of inequalities, the problem of nding an inequality in the class that is violated by x or showing that no such inequality exists is called the separation problem for C.
The separation problem for LCIs is`solved' in two phases. In the rst phase, we try to nd a most violated cover inequality. In the second phase, we lift the identi ed cover inequality regardless of whether it is violated or not. Note that even when the cover inequalty is not violated, the lifted cover inequality may be violated.
In the separation problem for cover inequalities, we are given a point x 2 R n + n B n , and we want to nd a C (assuming that one exists) with P j2C a j > b and P j2C x j > jCj ? 1 . Such a C can be found, or shown not to exist, by solving the problem = minf X j2N
(1 ? x j )z j : X j2N a j z j > b; z 2 B n g;
where z 2 B n represents the characteristic vector of the cover C that is to be determined. Note that even if there does not exist a violated cover inequality, i.e., < 1, we have determined some cover inequality. An important implementation issue is whether the separation problems should be solved exactly using a possibly time consuming optimization algorithm or be solved approximately with a faster algorithm? Solving the above separation problem identi es a most violated cover inequality. However, if our ultimate goal is to nd a violated LCI, how important is it to nd the most violated cover inequality? Such algorithmic and engineering aspects are of crucial importance for the development of an e cient branch-and-cut algorithm.
Example
Consider the following knapsack constraint 13x 1 + 7x 2 + 6x 3 + 5x 4 + 3x 5 + 10x 6 22 and let the fractional point be x = (0; 0:4; 0:5; 0:5;0:7; 1:0). If the traditional separation problem discussed above is used to identify the initial cover, we obtain C = f1; 6g. Regardless of whether only up-lifting or up-and down-lifting is used and regardless of the lifting sequence used, the LCI will be x 1 + x 6 1, which is not violated. Also, if we x variables with LP value equal to zero to zero in advance, i.e., set z 1 = 0, we still do not get a violated LCI. The initial cover would be C = f2; 3; 6g and the LCI would be x 1 + x 2 + x 3 + x 6 2. However, if we choose the initial cover to be C = f3; 4; 5; 6g, partition C as C 1 = f3; 4; 5g and C 2 = f6g, and use lifting sequence f2,6,1g, then we obtain the LCI 2x 1 + x 2 + x 3 + x 4 + x 5 + 2x 6 4, which is violated.
The example motivates an alternative way to nd an initial cover inequality. Since our goal is to nd a violated LCI, it seems natural to select the variables with the highest LP values for the cover and then let C 2 = fj 2 C : x j = 1g. Speci cally, let L = fj 2 N : x j = 0g, U = fj 2 N : x j = 1g, and b = b? P j2U a j . Then sort the variables in Nn(L U) in order of nonincreasing LP value, i.e., if i < j, then x li x lj , let K = fl 1 ; l 2 ; : : :; l j g be such that P 1 i<j a li b and P 1 i j a li > b, and let C = K U. Observe that the cover constructed may not be minimal. Therefore, if necessary, we delete variables from K to convert it to a minimal cover. Now let C 2 = U and C 1 = C n C 2 . Note that the initial inequality P j2C1 x j jC 1 j ? 1 is facet inducing for the lower dimensional polyhedron convfP \ fx 2 B n : x j = 0 for j 2 N n C; x j = 1 for j 2 C 2 gg and that all integer-valued variables are xed at their current values, i.e., C 2 = U and N n C L. As this approach is almost completely independent of the coe cients a j of the knapsack constraint, we will refer to it as coe cient independent cover generation.
Lifting sequence
Since di erent lifting sequences usually lead to di erent inequalities, the performance of a branch-and-cut algorithm based on LCIs may depend on the choice of the lifting sequence. Gu, Nemhauser, and Savelsbergh 9] show that given a minimal cover, the problem of identifying a lifting sequence that leads to the most violated LCI is NP-hard even for simple LCIs.
Since the lifting coe cients for the variables x j ; j 2 L U have no e ect on the violation of the LCI and an earlier position in the lifting sequence gives better coe cients, the integral-valued variables should be lifted after the fractional variables.
Several options are available for ordering the fractional variables. A natural sequence is obtained using the order of nonincreasing absolute di erence between current LP value and projected value, since the larger this di erence the more e ect on the violation. Another option is to lift them in order of nondecreasing magnitude of reduced costs (Ho man and Padberg 14] ). The rationale behind this sequence is that variables with a reduced cost of small magnitude are more important (at least locally) than variables with a reduced cost far away from zero. Yet another option, which only applies to fractional variables that have to be up-lifted, is an adaptive greedy order (Van Roy and Wolsey 23] ). At each step, the variable with the highest contribution to the left hand side of the lifted cover inequality is lifted, i.e., j x j is computed for each variable j 2 N n C not yet lifted and the variable for which j x j is maximum is selected.
Computation of lifting coe cients
The e cient computation of lifting coe cients is a crucial element in the successful use of LCIs. These algorithms are presented in greater detail in Gu 8] . Here, we brie y summarize some of the approaches. The coe cients j and j of an LCI are obtained by sequential lifting. Given a lifting sequence of the variables in N n C 1 , the lifting coe cients can be computed by solving a series of related 0-1 knapsack problems.
For the standard cover inequalities the computational aspects of determining the lifting coe cients have been studied, especially for the case of simple LCIs. Theorems by Balas 1] and by Nemhauser and Vance 19] characterize possible lifting coefcients. Since these theorems allow some of the lifting coe cients to be computed in advance, they may provide a way to reduce further the computational e ort of the lifting process.
Lifted GUB cover inequalities
The concept of a lifted cover inequality extends in a straightforward way to a lifted GUB cover inequality. Speci cally, we consider the set P of feasible solutions to a single knapsack constraint and a set I of non-overlapping GUB constraints, i.e., P = fx 2 B n :
where b a j > 0 for all j 2 N. Note that the assumption that each variable is in at least one GUB is without loss of generality since we can always take jQ i j = 1. Johnson and Padberg 16] have shown that problems in a more general form, i.e., with arbitrary signed coe cients for the knapsack, can always be converted to the standard form given above. A set C N is called a GUB cover if C is a cover for the knapsack constraint and no two elements of C belong to the same Q i . A GUB cover is minimal if it is minimal with respect to this property. For any GUB cover C, the inequality X j2C x j jCj ? 1 is called a GUB cover inequality and is valid for P. Observe that ordinary cover inequalities are also valid for P, but may be weaker than GUB cover inequalities. Now, we can again partition the minimal (GUB) cover C into two disjoint sets C 1 and C 2 with C 1 6 = ; and lift up all the variables j 2 N n C, and lift down all the variables j 2 C 2 to derive an LGCI for P given by Unfortunately, the lifting problem is no longer a 0-1 knapsack problem, due to the presence of the GUB constraints, and is much harder to solve. Speci cally, a dynamic programming algorithm for the exact computation of all lifting coe cients takes O(jCjn 2 ) time for simple LGCIs and O(jCjn 4 ) for LGCIs. However, when we restrict ourselves to GUB-wise lifting, i.e, lifting all variables in the same GUB consecutively, we obtain faster algorithms. See Gu 8] for details.
Since
LGCIs are derived from a single knapsack constraint and a set of non-overlapping GUBs, an important algorithmic question is how to identify such a structure in the constraint matrix A. For two reasons, we would like the number of GUBs in such a structure to be as small as possible. First, if the number of GUBs is small, then the number of variables that can be equal to one is small. Therefore, the feasible region is small and then it is more likely that a violated LGCI is strong. Second, the time to compute lifting coe cients increases with the size of the set of GUBs.
We have implemented a linear time greedy algorithm to determine a small set of GUBs covering all variables in a knapsack constraint. At each iteration the algorithm determines the GUB that covers the most uncovered variables in the knapsack constraint, adds the GUB to the set, and changes the status of the variables appearing in the GUB to`covered'.
Observing that only the fractional variables in the current LP solution can contribute to the violation of a LGCI, we have also implemented a weighted version of the greedy algorithm. We introduce two weights, one for fractional variables and one for integer variables. However, it should be noted that for the unweighted case the set of GUBs covering the knapsack can be determined in advance for all the knapsack constraints, whereas for the weighted case the set of GUBs covering the knapsack has to be determined on the y, since the fractional variables change at every iteration.
Since generating
LGCIs is computationally intensive, we would like to generate them only if there is a good chance that the resulting inequality is stronger than an LCI that could be generated from the knapsack constraint. We expect that the quality of LGCIs increases when the average number of variables covered by a GUB increases, or equivalently, the number of GUBs covering the knapsack constraint decreases. Computational experiments 8] have shown that LGCIs perform better, with respect to the time required to solve the problem, than LCIs only if the average number of variables covered by a GUB is greater than or equal to 4.
Global validity
For practical reasons, it is common practice to use only globally valid cuts in a branch-and-cut algorithm. Globally valid cuts can be stored in a global table and used as needed anywhere in the search tree. It is not hard to see that cover inequalities are globally valid. Each node of the search tree is characterized by a set of variables xed at either 0 or 1 and during the generation of violated cover inequalities, these variables will automatically end up in the sets L and U. The subsequent lifting of all variables not in the cover, including those that are xed at 0 and 1 in the current node, leads to a cover inequality that is globally valid.
A computational study
There are many algorithmic choices that have to be made and many implementation issues that need to be resolved when using LCIs and LGCIs. These choices occur at two levels.
At the lower level, we are concerned with implementation issues relating to the question`How should we nd a violated lifted cover inequality?'. This means, among other things, deciding on whether to use approximation or exact algorithms to compute the minimal cover and the lifting coe cients, deciding whether to partition the cover or not, and if we decide to partition, how to partition the cover, and deciding what lifting sequence to use.
At the higher level, we are concerned with implementation issues relating to the questioǹ Which knapsacks should we use to generate lifted cover inequalities?'. This means, among other things, deciding on whether to use all knapsack inequalities or only those that are tight, deciding on whether to try to generate cover inequalities at each node of the branch-and-bound tree, and deciding on when to branch instead of trying to generate more lifted cover inequalities.
All these decisions, and many more, have to do with nding the right balance between e ort and e ect. Does investing more time in trying to generate violated cover inequalities result in faster overall solution times?
All computational experiments were performed on an IBM RS/6000 model 550 using MINTO (Nemhauser, Savelsbergh and Sigismondi 18]) version 2.0 on top of CPLEX 3.0. MINTO was invoked with run time options ?p1?cif ?e0, i.e., simple preprocessing, cut generation for cover inequalities only, best-bound search of the tree, and branching on a fractional variable closest to 0.5.
Furthermore, we always provided the value of the optimal solution as input. This was done to eliminate factors other than cover generation, such as primal heuristics, that in uence the size of the branch and bound tree.
Test problems
Our test set for the study consists of 15 minimization 0?1 integer programs taken from MIPLIB (Bixby et al. 3] ). MIPLIB contains 29 pure 0-1 integer programs. Of these, there are 10 instances in which the matrix A is pure 0-1 so there are no knapsacks to generate covers from. Furthermore, the problem`diamond' is trivial since it has only 2 variables and the instances enigma' and`cracpb1' provide a test to establish the quality of a solver's primal heuristics since the LP and IP values are equal. They have been left out of our test set as well. Finally, we have not incorporated`p6000' into our test set because we couldn't solve it in a reasonable amount of time.
Four instances in our test set do not have GUB constraints (`bm23',`mod008',`pipex' and sentoy'). Therefore they have not been used in our computational experiments with LGCIs. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the instances in the test set. The columns headed COLS, ROWS, KNAP, and KNAPGUB contain the number of variables, the number of constraints, the number of knapsack constraints, and the number of knapsack constraints that can bene t from GUBs, i.e., knapsack constraints for which a nontrivial set of nonoverlapping GUBs exists. The column headed Z lp contains the optimal value of the LP relaxation after preprocessing and the column headed Z ip contains the optimal value.
If the number of knapsack constraints is large (small), then LCIs may (may not) be very e ective. Similarly, if the number of knapsack constraints that can bene t from GUBs is large (small), then LGCIs may (may not) be very e ective. Consequently, these numbers provide indicators of the potential usefulness of LCIs and LGCIs. For example, the number of knapsack constraints in the instances`l152lav' and`lp4l' is very small and the use of LCIs and LGCIs may be of limited value.
Measuring performance
Since there are many algorithmic and implementation choices that have to be made, comparing performance for all possible combinations of these choices is practically impossible. Therefore, we have de ned a default algorithm, which represents a set of choices that we consider to be good, and then we present computational results that compare the performance of the default algorithm to algorithms in which a single choice has been altered. This approach is re ected in our reporting of the results, because we present only the di erences in performance with respect to the default algorithm.
There are two default algorithms: one that uses only LCIs and one that uses both LCIs and LGCIs. To evaluate the performance of our default algorithms, we have attempted to solve all the instances in the test set within one hour of cpu time. The default algorithm using both LCIs and LGCIs succeeded; the default algorithm using only LCIs did not fully succeed because one instance, namely`p2756', could not be solved to optimality within the given time limit. Therefore, we have chosen to exclude`p2756' from all experiments involving only LCIs. To allow di erences in performance between the default algorithm and the variants of the default algorithm to manifest themselves more clearly, we have set the time limit to an hour and a half when running the variants of the default algorithm.
Although cpu-time is our primary measure of performance, important secondary measures are the number of nodes evaluated, percentage of integrality gap closed at the root node, the number of LPs solved, and the number of cuts generated.
Before we present our comparisons of the various algorithmic and implementation choices, it is important to stress the fact that generating LCIs and LGCIs is of crucial importance. Many instances in the test set cannot be solved by a standard LP based branch-and-bound algorithm in a reasonable amount of time.
3 Results for LCIs Partition the cover C into two disjoint sets C 2 = fj : x j = 1; j 2 Cg and C 1 = C n C 2 and convert C to a minimal cover by deleting elements from C 1 if necessary.
(Lifting)
Partition C = N n C into two disjoint sets F = fjjx j > 0; j 2 Cg and R = C n F. Starting from the cover inequality P j2C1 x j jC 1 j ? 1, lift the variables in N n C 1 using an exact algorithm in the following order: up-lift on F, down-lift on C 2 , and up-lift on R.
Lift the variables in F in greedy order, i.e., each time lift the variable with the greatest contribution to the violation, i.e., j x j . If P j2C1 x j + P j2F j x j jC 1 j ? 1, i.e., there is no violation, then stop. Lift the variables in C 2 and the variables in R in order of nondecreasing magnitude of reduced costs. The computational results for the default algorithm on the 14 test problems that were solved to optimality within the time limit of one hour are shown in Table 2 (recall that`p2756' is excluded). The columns headed Time, Nodes, Gap, LPs, and LCIs contain the cpu time in seconds, the number of evaluated nodes, percentage of integrality gap closed at the root node, the total number of LPs solved, and the total number of LCIs generated.
Just as the ratio of the number of knapsack constraints to the total number of constraints is a useful indicator of the potential e ectiveness of LCIs, the same is true for the percentage of the integrality gap closed at the root node. If both the ratio of the number of knapsack constraints to the total number of constraints and the percentage of the integrality gap closed at the root node are small, then the additional e ort required to attempt to generate violated LCIs at non-root nodes may not be worthwhile. (Note these indications are true for instances`l152lav' and`lp4l').
Initial cover
In the default algorithm, we use the coe cient independent cover generation approach introduced in Section 1 to obtain an initial cover inequality. Another option is to solve the traditional separation problem, either approximately using the LP relaxation or exactly using dynamic programming. The computational results for these two approaches are given in Table 3 and Table 4 . We see that in both cases the performance of the modi ed algorithms is worse than that of the default algorithm.
A possible reason for the inferiority of the traditional separation problem is the fact that it may select a variable j with large a j but small x j for the cover C. This can be interpreted as projecting x j at one. However, since x j is small, i.e., closer to zero than to one, it probably should be projected at zero. Another possible explanation is the fact that the traditional separation problem tends to pick variables with large a j for the cover, which will thus get a lifting coe cient equal to one. However, if these variables are not in the cover, they may get a larger lifting coe cient which would lead to a larger contribution to the violation.
It is also evident from the results in Table 4 that solving the separation problem exactly is not a good idea. For the instances`l152lav' and`mod010' the separation knapsack problems were so di cult that very few nodes could be evaluated within the given time limit. In fact, for`mod010' the code was still evaluating the second node of the tree when the time limit was reached.
There is another important phenomenon that can be observed. Consider the instance`l152lav'. If we look at the entry in Table 3 , we see that more nodes have been evaluated ( Nodes > 0), but that this has taken less time ( Time < 0). This is a phenomenon that may often occur in branch-and-cut algorithms and is related to cut quality and cut management. As we can see, the default algorithm has identi ed more violated LCIs during the solution process ( LCIs < 0). However, apparently, they have not resulted in stronger bounds that have reduced the size of the search tree signi cantly. Instead, they have only resulted in the solution of more and larger LPs.
Cover partition
In the default algorithm, we have chosen to partition the cover C and place in C 2 all the variables in the cover that are at their upper bound in the current fractional point. Another choice is not to partition the cover and generate simple LCIs. This option has certain computational advantages, most importantly the fact that all the lifting coe cients can be computed in O(n 2 ) time as compared to O(n 4 ) in the default algorithm.
The computational results for this algorithm are given in Table 5 . We see that its overall performance is signi cantly worse than that of the default algorithm. The default algorithm clearly does a better job at closing the integrality gap at the root node. Furthermore, the total CPU time spent on all instances is signi cantly less for the default algorithm than for this modi ed algorithm. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is the following. First, observe that only variables in F can have a contribution to the violation of the generated cut. Second, observe that projecting out the variables in C 2 leads to a smaller right hand side in the lifting problem for the variables in F, which may result in larger lifting coe cients.
Lifting
In the default algorithm, we have chosen a two-level lifting sequence. At the rst level, we specify sets of variables that are lifted in a certain order, i.e., rst fractional variables, then projected variables at 1, and nally the remaining variables. At the second level, we specify the lifting order within the sets, i.e., greedy for the fractional variables and reduced cost for the others. The rationale behind this two-level lifting order is the following. First, variables in C 2 should not be lifted rst, because this amounts to undoing their projection. Secondly, the earlier a variable is lifted, the better its lifting coe cient will be. Therefore, the variables that may contribute to a violation of the generated cut, i.e., the fractional variables, should be lifted rst.
Another choice is to use a completely random lifting order. The computational results for this algorithm are given in Table 6 . This algorithm performs considerably worse than the default algorithm.
We have also experimented with di erent lifting orders within the sets F, C 2 , and R. The results were comparable to those for the default algorithm. This indicates that the rst level ordering is important, but the second level ordering is not.
In the default algorithm, we solve the lifting problem exactly using dynamic programming. The time complexity is O(n 4 ), which is quite high from a practical point of view. Another option is to solve the lifting problem approximately by using the value of the LP relaxation, as was done by Crowder, Johnson and Padberg 5] . This does not guarantee that the generated lifted cover inequality is facet inducing, but it decreases the computational e ort required to compute the lifting coe cients. We have used the approximation algorithm suggested by Martello and Toth 17] , which provides a slightly better bound than the value of the LP relaxation, and has time complexity O(n logn) for the computation of a single lifting coe cient.
Our computational experiments with the use of this approximation algorithm for the solution of the lifting problem showed that its overall performance is very close to that of the default algorithm. Thus we conclude that the exact algorithm is fast in practice and approximate lifting provides strong inequalities. Approximate lifting is therefore a good alternative, since it eliminates the risk of running into instances where the computation times of the dynamic program are prohibitive.
High level choices
In the default algorithm, we have chosen to try to generate violated lifted cover inequalities from all true knapsack constraints. Other options are: (1) to try to generate violated lifted cover inequalities only from true knapsacks that are tight for the current LP solution, (2) to try to generate violated inequalities only at nodes at the top of the tree, i.e., up to a certain depth, (3) to try to generate violated inequalities with a certain frequency, i.e., every k nodes, or (4) to use a more adaptive scheme to decide whether to try to generate violated inequalities based on the success at the parent or grandparent. We have evaluated all of these alternatives and found that none of them were better than the default options and most of them were worse.
Results for LGCIs

Default algorithm
Given the current fractional point x , the default algorithm tries to generate violated LGCIs as follows:
1. (Knapsack classi cation) Knapsack classi cation, which is only done once, determines which knapsack constraints will be used to generate violated LGCIs throughout the search tree, which knapsack constraints will be used to generate violated LGCIs at the root of the search tree and LCIs for the rest of the search tree, and which knapsack constraints will be used to generate violated LCIs only.
(Selection)
For each knapsack constraint that has been classi ed as one for which we will try to generate violated LGCIs perform the following steps: 3. (GUB identi cation)
Use the greedy algorithm to solve the weighted GUB covering problem to identify a set of overlapping GUB constraints that covers all variables of the knapsack constraint. Then relax this set of overlapping GUB constraints to a set of non-overlapping GUB constraints.
(Transformation)
Transform the knapsack constraint and the set of GUB constraints to standard form and order the variables such that variables appearing in the same GUB constraint are consecutive. Partition the cover C into two disjoint sets C 2 = fj : x j = 1; j 2 Cg and C 1 = C n C 2 and convert it to a minimal cover by deleting elements from C 1 . Table 7 . In comparing this default algorithm to our previous default algorithm (see Table 2 ), i.e., the one without LGCIs, we see that especially on the larger instances it is somewhat faster and, more importantly, that it does succeed in solving all instances.
Selection
As mentioned before, computing lifting coe cients is very time consuming, especially for large instances. Therefore, in the default algorithm we are very selective about when to generate
LGCIs. We have chosen a mixed strategy: we always try to generate LGCIs at the root node whenever we have a set of non-overlapping GUBs, but we only try to generate LGCIs at the other nodes of the search tree if the average number of variables covered by GUBs in the set of nonoverlapping GUBs is greater than or equal to 4. This strategy is based on the observation that it is usually worthwhile to spend some extra time in the root node to improve the formulation, because it impacts the whole search tree. We experimented with various other choices, but this one performs best. For most problems in our test set this means that LGCIs are only generated at the root node.
GUB identi cation
In the default algorithm, we have chosen to identify the set of non-overlapping GUB constraints to be used with a knapsack constraint dynamically, i.e., they are determined on the y by solving the weighted covering problem based on the current fractional point. Another option is to identify the set of non-overlapping GUB constraints to be used with a knapsack constraint statically, i.e., they are determined once in advance by solving the unweighted covering problem. Although this decreases the computational e ort, it may also decrease the e ectiveness. Our computational experiments show hardly any di erences in performance for both variants.
Initial cover
In the default algorithm, we determine an initial cover inequality exactly the same way as we determine an initial cover inequality when we are trying to generate a violated LCI, i.e., we ignore the GUBs and only use them during lifting. We have considered two other options. First, ignore the GUBs, but solve the traditional separation problem. Second, use GUBs when determining the initial cover. Table 8 and Table 9 show the computational results for these alternatives. It is clear that neither one provides an attractive alternative. Wolsey 26 ] discusses yet another separation problem to identify an initial cover inequality. We have also experimented with this separation problem, but it was not attractive either.
Cover partition
In the default algorithm, we have chosen to partition the cover C and place all the variables in the cover that are at their upper bound in the current fractional point in C 2 . Another choice is not to project any of the variables in the cover. The computational results are shown in Table 10 and, surprisingly, show that the performance is not that much worse than the default algorithm.
Lifting
Observe that we pay some attention to the lifting order within F, but no attention to the lifting order within C 2 and R. There are several reasons for this. First, our results for LCIs indicate that the lifting order within the identi ed sets F; C 2 , and R does not matter much. Second, since computing lifting coe cients is time consuming, a greedy lifting order, as opposed to GUBwise, would be impractical. Finally, due to the transformation to the standard form and the use of GUBwise lifting, it is not easy to use a reduced cost based lifting order.
We have analyzed the division of the total computation time over the various components of the branch-and-cut algorithm and have found that computing lifting coe cients for GUB cover inequalities takes more than 40 % of the total CPU-time and this percentage increases as the size of the instances increases. For the largest instance it reaches about 70 %.
One way to improve the overall e ciency is to exploit GUB constraints only when lifting fractional variables and to ignore GUB constraints when lifting the other variables. The computational results for this algorithm are given in Table 11 . For most instances, this variant has slightly improved cpu times compared to the default algorithm. However, it seems to be less robust. There is one instance (`l152lav') that can no longer be solved within the time limit of an hour and a half.
High level choices
In the default algorithm, we have chosen to try to generate violated LGCIs from all true knapsack constraints classi ed appropriately. Another option is to try to generate violated LGCIs only if these constraints are tight for the current LP solution. The computational experiments with this algorithm indicated that the performance is slightly worse than the default algorithm.
Mixed 0-1 Integer Programs
Cover inequalities can also be e ective in solving mixed 0-1 integer programs. Obviously, if a mixed 0-1 integer program contains 0-1 knapsack constraints, it is immediately possible to generate cover inequalities. However, even if a mixed 0-1 integer program does not contain 0-1 knapsack constraints, it may still be possible to generate cover inequalities. If the continuous variables have nite lower and upper bounds, we can turn any constraint into a 0-1 knapsack constraint by xing the continuous variables at the appropriate bounds. The resulting 0-1 knapsack constraints can be used to generate cover inequalities. We call cover inequalities derived from mixed 0-1 constraints surrogate lifted cover inequalities (SLCIs). Table 12 gives four mixed 0-1 integer programs for which SLCIs are e ective. We compared the performance of MINTO when run with command line options -t1800 -cigf, i.e., with generation of SLCIs, to the performance of MINTO when run with command line options -t1800 -kcifg, i.e., without generation of SLCIs. In both cases we also limited the total cpu time to at most 1800 seconds. In this experiments, we did not provide the optimal solution as input.
Recommendations
Based on our experiments, we recommend the following algorithmic choices for the implementation of a branch-and-cut algorithm with LCIs and LGCIs.
1. Partition the initial cover and use down lifting as well as up lifting, as opposed to generating simple cover inequalities. 2. Use coe cient independent cover generation, as opposed to using the traditional separation algorithm. 3. Lift variables in the order F; C 2 ; R when generating LCIs. 4. Use GUB-wise lifting when generating LGCIs. 5. Be selective about when to generate LGCIs.
For all the other algorithmic options our computational results are inconclusive, i.e., they do not single out a choice that clearly dominates the others.
Our experiments have shown that the algorithmic choices that have to be made when implementing a branch-and-cut algorithm with cover inequalities may or may not have a substantial impact on its performance and therefore it may be important to experiment with various possible options. 
